A new excitation is observed at 201 meV in the doped-hole ladder cuprate Sr14Cu24O41, using ultraviolet resonance Raman scattering with incident light at 3.7 eV polarized along the direction of the rungs. The excitation is found to be of charge nature, with a temperature independent excitation energy, and can be understood via an intra-ladder pair-breaking process. The intensity tracks closely the order parameter of the charge density wave in the ladder (CDWL), but persists above the CDWL transition temperature (TCDW L ), indicating a strong local pairing above TCDW L . The 201 meV excitation vanishes in La6Ca8Cu24O 41+δ , and La5Ca9Cu24O41 which are samples with no holes in the ladders. Our results suggest that the doped holes in the ladder are composite bosons consisting of paired holons that order below TCDW .
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Important physics in strongly correlated materials is driven by the nature of the pairing state of charges, i.e. holes in hole-doped materials such as high-temperature superconductor copper-oxides (cuprates) [1] . The paired hole states are believed to be responsible for the mechanism of superconductivity (SC) and the formation of the related but insulating charge density wave (CDW) order. However, thus far the nature of pairing mechanism in both cases is still unclear.
An ideal system to study paired hole states is the twoleg "spin ladder" Sr 14−x Ca x Cu 24 O 41 (SCCO) which is believed to contain the basic physics of the cuprates [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . SCCO is a self-doped material with 6 holes per formula unit and is a layered material consisting of two different cuprates structures: CuO 2 "chains" and Cu 2 O 3 "ladders" (see Fig. 1 and Ref. [8] for the complete structure). We note, that x does not change the total number of holes, however it redistributes the holes in the chain and ladder [9] . SCCO has striking properties: it even exhibits superconductivity for x > 10 under pressure above 3 GPa [10] . For x = 0, dc conductivity and low-frequency dielectric measurements [11, 12] suggest the existence of unconventional charge density waves (CDWs) which exhibit below ∼200 K an energy gap of about ∼112 meV (=∆ CDW ).
The distribution of holes in the chains and ladder has been one of the central subjects as many interpretations depend on this distribution. For instance, neutron * Electronic address: phyandri@nus.edu.sg diffraction results by Matsuda et al. [13] was thought to be a signature of a superlattice reflection in the chain with periodicity L c = 0.25 (L c is the indices Miller of the chain). The neutron diffraction result was interpreted as a hole modulation in the chain via a spin dimerization leading to 5 holes residing in the chains and 1 hole in the ladders. However, more recent neutron diffraction studies by Braden et al. [14] , analysis of the crystal structure by van Smaalen [15] , hard X-ray diffraction result by Zimmermann et al. [16] and resonant soft x-ray scattering (RSXS) studies [17] [18] [19] have clearly shown that the L c = 0.25 peak is a structural modulation driven by a misfit strain between the chains and ladders.
A direct way to measure the distribution of holes is x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). However, this was also subject to interpretation because the model used previously had unexplained discrepancies with regard to the strong polarization dependence observed in XAS [20] . A recent polarization dependent XAS study on SCCO [9] has resolved these discrepancies and has accordingly revisited the number of holes in the chain and ladders in which for x = 0, there 3.2 holes are in the chain and 2.8 in the ladder. Furthermore, the combination of XAS and RSXS has revealed that: (1) SCCO contains the unconventional CDWs, i.e. a hole Wigner crystal (HC) in the ladder or CDW L (x=0,10,11, and 12) [17, 18] , and a 4k F -CDW in the chain or CDW c (x=0) [19] , and (2) suggesting the existence of paired hole states along the rung of the ladders [9] . It is concluded that the interplay of lattice commensuration, Coulomb repulsion, and geometric tiling of edge-shared ladders is responsible for the CDW L and enforces a unique environment for the holes to pair (see Fig. 1 ). In contrast, the misfit strain between the ladder and chain substructures is the driving force for the chain 4k F -CDW. Several studies have found the intimate connection between the local physics of the quasi one-dimensional twoleg spin ladders and two-dimensional (2D) cuprates [21] . Studies of the two-magnon (2M) excitation in SCCO using Raman scattering in visible have suggested that a nearest-neighbor exchange coupling J (∼100 meV ) in the ladder is isotropic [22] . A similar observation was found in 2D cuprates [21] . An inelastic neutron scattering study found a spin-liquid state with a spin gap of 40 meV for x = 0 [13] . This spin gap energy is also similar to the spin-resonance mode seen in the 2D cuprates [21] . However, it is unclear whether the spin gap is directly relevant to the energy of the paired holes because neutron scattering is not directly sensitive to charge. Recently, a pair density wave consisting of a hole pair was proposed to exist in 2D cuprates [23, 24] . This has been followed by a recent evidence for paired charges in underdoped cuprates using a scanning tunneling microscope [25] . The suggested pair-density wave scenario is in fact very similar to a quasi 1D system [2, 3] . Thus, the understanding of the quasi 1D-two-leg spin ladder is of fundamental importance to understand the physics of the cuprates. Here, we present a pair-breaking excitation of holes at 201 meV (∼2∆ CDWL ), the intimate relationship between the paired hole states and the ladder-CDW, and the existence of preformed hole pairs by using ultraviolet reso- nance Raman scattering (UV-RRS) and RSXS. Figure 2 shows inelastic light Raman scattering spectra with an incident photon energy, hν, of (a) 2.7 and (b) 3.7 eV for (aa) and (cc) polarizations of SCO and LCCO. (The (xy) polarization geometry in Raman means that the incoming (out going) photons are polarized along x(y)). At hν=2.7 eV, our Raman result is similar to Ref. [22] . We have observed a two-phonon excitation at ∼138 meV and a three-phonon excitation at ∼207 meV. These excitations are the second and third order of a onephonon excitation (∼69 meV), respectively, that is originally from Raman active Ag modes from oxygen and gets enhanced by Fröhlich interaction [26] . They are strong in the (cc) polarization and weaker in the (aa). We have also observed sharp and strong 2M excitation in (cc), however weaker in (aa). The energy of the 2M excitation is nearly isotropic at ∼375 meV Raman shift yielding an isotropic J of ∼100 -120 meV.
Our central observation is a new electronic excitation at 201 meV Raman shift of SCO using UV-RRS measured with an incident photon energy of hν=3.7 eV (Fig. 2(b) ). The polarization dependence shows that the intensity of the 201 meV peak in (aa) is at least 10 times higher than the intensity in (cc). In cross polarization, the 201 meV feature is nearly invisible. Note, that the energy of this excitation is about is twice the value of the CDW gap measured by dc conductivity and low-frequency dielectric measurements [11, 12] . , respectively, however corrected for the approriate dielectric function [33] . The data all are taken at 20 K.
Another striking evidence that the 201 meV is directly related to the presence of holes comes from a doping dependent study. Reference samples which contain no holes in the ladder but nearly identical magnetic structures as seen by NMR and Neutron measurements, do not show the 201 meV peak. [27, 28] . If the 201 meV feature would be related to the spin, then it should also appear in the reference samples. However, we have found that the 201 meV peak vanishes in L6C8CO 41 , L6C8CO 41.056 , and L5C9CO, i.e. samples without holes in the ladders (see Fig. 2(b) ).
Furthermore, we have studied a complete resonance profile (RP) of 201 meV, 375 meV, and 140 meV excitations which are shown in Figure 3(a)&(b) . The RP of these excitations is shown in Fig. 3(a)&(b) which identifies the involved Raman matrix elements. The 201 meV resonates at ∼3.7 eV. This is in contrast to the RP of the 2M which is in resonance at ∼2.5 eV and is off-resonance at ∼3.7 eV for both polarizations. This shows that the 2M and the 201 meV excitation have different matrix elements. Furthermore, a novel unconventional magnetic excitation would require, due to spin conservation, a large spin/orbit coupling, which is small for the Cu3d 9 ion [29] . On the other hand, the RP of the multi phonon excitation is also very different compared to the RP of 201 meV excitation. The intensity of 140 meV is getting weaker with increasing incident photon energy. Thus, the 201 meV feature is neither of magnetic nor of phonon origin.
The matrix element of the 201 meV excitation with a resonance at 3.7 eV can be well-explained in a twostep pair-breaking process illustrated in Fig. 1(b) 
, and other permutation of the holes that are strongly mixed due to their nearly identical energy. Second, the intermediate state releases the energy via an inter-ladder charge transfer, leaving one singlet on each ladder. The Raman shift of this pair-breaking process is 7J/4 (ignoring Coulomb repulsion and inter-chain magnetic coupling), in reasonable agreement with current lore of the strength of intra-ladder magnetic coupling J (c.f.: 2(b)). Not surprisingly, such pair-breaking excitation is absent in undoped LCCO where no paired holes reside and should be a-polarized in the Raman experiment.
The observed resonant Raman process has strong implications to the electronic structure of the CDW L phase and more generally of the doped holes in the ladder. Specifically, it indicates that the CDW L phase consists of paired holes residing across the rungs. Furthermore, across the paired holes the antiferromagnetic spin configurations are anti-phased, i.e. π-phase shifted, similar to those in the "stripe" phase of perovskite cuprates [30] . It is straightforward to verify that initial states without this phase shift would have different excitation energies by at least J. In the ladder, this π-phase shift is apparently driven by the kinetic energy of the holes, similar to the holon propagation in pure 1D system, as only with the π-phase shift the paired holes can move freely along the ladder without causing magnetic frustration. In essence, the paired holes in the ladder can be regarded as a composite boson consisting of a pair of holons at low temperature.
Further insights can be obtained from the temperature dependence of the pair-breaking excitation and its contribution to the formation of the CDW L . Figure 4(a) shows the Raman scattering spectra for selected temperatures. The reduction of the intensity at higher temperatures is apparent, as well as the constant energy of the pair-breaking excitation. This indicates strongly that the energy scale of the local pairing is much larger than that of the CDW L ordering, and is not temperature dependent. Interestingly, when comparing (c.f.: Fig. 4(b) ) the intensity of the pair-breaking excitation with the CDW L order parameter, as measured by the integrated intensity of the RSXS CDW Bragg peak, both track each other very closely below T CDWL . This observation confirms the intimate dependence to the phase coherence of the CDW L order parameter and the π-phase shifted anti- ferromagnetic background. Furthermore, above T CDWL where the CDW L order vanishes, but the intensity of the pair-breaking excitation remains finite and almost temperature independent. In consequence this has to be seen as evidence for the existence of a disordered paired hole states above T CDWL , and the short-range antiferromagnetic order with a π-phase shift (c.f.: 4(c)). In this context it is important to outline the connection between the energy scales of the 201 meV excitation, the dc conductivity, the low-frequency dielectric measurements [11, 12] , and angle-resolved photoemission in 2D cuprates [21] . Firstly, the dc conductivity and the low-frequency dielectric measurements show that the activation energy of SCO is ∼112 meV (∝ ∆ CDW ), which half of the energy of the pair-breaking excitation(∝ 2∆ CDW ). In some theories the energy of the paired hole state would be identical to the spin-gap energy [31] . However, here we find that the local pairing energy of the holes is 5 to 6 times higher than the spin gap. Moreover, it is also remarkable that the pair-breaking energy of 201 meV is about twice of pseudogap in 2D cuprates as observed with ARPES [21] . This similarity in energy scales supports the notion that the pseudo-gap reflects the energy scale of a local pair in the absence of phasecoherence. Furthermore, the persistence of large pairbreaking energy above T CDW in our measurement supports the existence of pre-formed pairs at temperature much larger than T CDW .
In conclusion, we have observed the pair-breaking excitation of holes at 201 meV Raman shift along the rung of the ladder of SCO. Below T CDWL , the paired hole states are crystallized and responsible for formation of the CDW L long range order in the ladder. Above T CDWL , the paired hole states still exist as preformed states, however they are disordered. The CDW L and paired holes states occur in a unique environment of π-phase shifted antiferromagnetic spins similar to stripe phase in 2D cuprates. Our results open a new possibility to study paired hole states in systems close to the instability towards the formation of the CDW L and to understand competing order parameters in correlated materials such as in the high temperature superconductors.
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